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Abstract. Facial expression is one of the most expressive ways for human
beings to deliver their emotion, intention, and other nonverbal messages in face
to face communications. In this chapter, a layered parametric framework is
proposed to synthesize the emotional facial expressions for an MPEG4
compliant talking avatar based on the three dimensional PAD model, including
pleasure-displeasure, arousal-nonarousal and dominance-submissiveness. The
PAD dimensions are used to capture the high-level emotional state of talking
avatar with specific facial expression. A set of partial expression parameter
(PEP) is designed to depict the expressive facial motion patterns in local face
areas, and reduce the complexity of directly manipulation of low-level MPEG4
facial animation parameters (FAP). The relationship among the emotion (PAD),
expression (PEP) and animation (FAP) parameter is analyzed on a virtual facial
expression database. Two levels of parameter mapping are implemented,
namely the emotion-expression mapping from PAD to PEP, and the linear
interpolation from PEP to FAP. The synthetic emotional facial expression is
combined with the talking avatar speech animation in a text to audio visual
speech system. Perceptual evaluation shows that our approach can generate
appropriate facial expressions for subtle and complex emotions defined by PAD
and thus enhance the emotional expressivity of talking avatar.
Keywords: facial expression, emotion, talking avatar, PAD.

1 Introduction
In face-to-face interactions, people expressed themselves through a number of
different modalities, such as speech, facial expression, body gestures etc. Speaking
is not only moving the lips, but also includes the eye-contact, eyebrow-raise, and
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other facial movements. Facial expression is one of the most effective ways for
human to express their intentions, attitude, inner emotional states and other
nonverbal messages in speech communications [13]. Early efforts in psychological
research have established that the affective information in human communications
is delivered at different ratio by different modalities: the verbal expression (e.g.,
words, spoken text) only accounts for 7% of the affective meaning of speakers’
feeling and attitude. The vocal expression (e.g., prosody, stress) conveys 38% of
the affective message. By marked contrast, the facial expression accounts for 55%
of the affective information [32]. Especially when inconsistent messages are
expressed by different modality, the facial expression tends to be more reliable for
human perception of emotion [35]. Facial expression is also considered as the one
of the most important aspect in analyzing and modeling natural human emotions
[40]. The study of facial expression has attracted broad attentions from
psychologists [39, 45], biologists [10], computer engineers [53], and artists [15].
The reason why facial expression receives so many interests is not only because it
plays important roles in human communications, but also its complexity and
difficulty to analyze and synthesize.
Talking avatar, an animated speaking virtual character with vivid human-like
appearance and natural synthetic speech, has gradually shown their potential
application in human computer intelligent interactions, because of its communication
abilities to deliver rich verbal and nonverbal information by voice, tones, eye-contact,
body gestures and facial expressions, etc. Possible applications of talking avatar
include a virtual storyteller for children [21, 51], a virtual guider or presenter for
personal or commercial website [36, 56], a representative of user in computer game
[29] and a funny puppetry for computer mediated human communications [42]. It is
clearly promising that the talking avatar will become an expressive multimodal
interface in human computer interaction. However, current research on human
emotion has not yet advanced to the stage where it is possible to synthesize an
affective intelligent talking avatar who can express their feelings and emotions through
vocal and facial behaviors as natural as human beings. To this end, in our research on
expressive talking avatar synthesis, it is necessary to generate appropriate facial
expression according to the emotional content in speech in order to enhance the
affective expressivity of talking avatar. Our long-term goal is to implement an
expressive talking avatar with lip-articulation and emotional facial expressions for
text-to-audio-visual-speech (TTAVS) system.
In this chapter, a parametric layered framework is proposed to synthesize
emotional facial expression for an MPEG-4 compliant talking avatar based on
psychological emotion dimensions. The following three research questions will be
addressed in our work:
1) How to describe various emotional states in a quantitative and unified way?
2) How to model the facial expression based on animation control parameters?
3) What is the interrelation between emotional state and facial expression?
Quick answers to these questions are that we adopt the PAD psychological model
to describe arbitrary emotional state by three dimensions, namely pleasuredispleasure (P), arousal-nonarousal (A) and dominance-submissiveness (D) [33].
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A set of Partial Expression Parameters (PEP) is proposed to depict the typical
facial expressive movement in face regions based on the correlation among
MPEG-4 facial animation parameters (FAP). The PAD and PEP mapping function
and the PEP-FAP translation function are trained on a relatively small facial
expression database. A parametric layered framework is thus established with the
PAD as high-level emotion descriptor, the PEP as mid-level facial expression
configuration and the FAP as low-level controller of face model deformation on
three-dimensional avatar.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review on
the emotion description and facial expression synthesis, and introduces the PAD
emotional model. The layered framework for parametric facial expression
synthesis based on emotional dimensions (i.e. pleasure-arousal-dominance) is
described in Section 3. Details of PEP definition and its translation to FAP are
illustrated in Section 4. In Section 5, the establishment of pseudo facial expression
database on talking avatar is reported. The interrelation between emotional state
description (PAD) and facial expression configuration (PEP) of talking avatar is
investigated in Section 6. The integration of the proposed facial expression
module into text-to-audio-visual-speech system is described in Section 7. The
resulting emotional facial expression synthesized by the proposed PAD-PEP-FAP
framework and a series of perceptual evaluation are illustrated in Section 8.
Finally, we conclude our work and discuss the future direction.

2 Related Work
Facial expression and its relationship with emotion are topics having been actively
studied. Early academic study on facial expression may date back to the
contribution made by Darwin [10]. Since then emotion and facial expression are
studied mainly in psychological area. The development of facial action coding
system (FACS) has accelerated the research of automatic facial expression
analysis in the filed of computer vision since 1978 [27]. After Picard proposed the
theory of affective computing in 1997 [40], facial expression is regarded as one of
the most important visual channels to perceive and express human emotion. It is
necessary for affective computer to understand and perform appropriate facial
expression in human computer communication. From the aspect of talking avatar
synthesis, in this section, we review the previous work on emotion description by
psychologists, and facial expression synthesis by computer scientists. In addition,
for parametric facial animation, we introduce two important coding systems,
namely the FACS proposed by Ekman [14] and facial animation framework in
MPEG-4 standards [34].
2.1 Categorical Emotion Description
How to describe human emotion and facial expression appropriately and
effectively? This question has been discussed by scientists (mainly psychologists)
for a long time. Various existing emotion descriptive models can be summarized
into two aspects: the categorical and dimensional.
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In his research on human expression of emotions, Darwin worked with a set of
“state of mind”, which includes emotion (e.g. anger, jealousy, terror, love),
motivational, behavioral or personality traits (e.g. determination, defiance,
ambition), sensations (e.g. bodily pain, hunger) and cognitive processes (e.g.
abstraction, meditation). In addition, Darwin proposed that the expressions of
“high spirits” and “low spirits” are best recognized [45]. The “state of mind” and
“high/low spirits” can be regarded as a mixture of categorical and dimensional
approach to describe emotion.
The “basic emotion” theory proposed by Ekman et al. has great influences on
psychological research on facial expression. This theory is centered on a small set
of discrete categories, which includes happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and
disgust, namely the “big six” emotions. These basic emotions are considered to be
universally perceived with respect to facial expression, regardless of culture [12].
The “big six” emotions is perhaps the most popular categorical approach to
describe emotional state. The advantage of categorical approach lies in that it is
the most straightforward and simplest way to describe facial expression in daily
life. The existence of large amount of emotion-denoting words in natural
languages makes the categorical approach powerful, intuitive and consistent with
human’s experiences [57]. However, the vagueness and ambiguity of natural
language make it hard to clearly recognize the subtle variation of spontaneous
occurring emotions. It is also difficult to describe the continuum or non-extreme
emotional state by discrete list of categories. Although the basic emotion
categories are widely adopted in facial expression analysis and recognition [27],
when it comes to synthesis, the basic emotions only cover a relatively small set of
prototypical facial expressions. For expressive talking avatar who aims to speak,
move and behave as naturally as human, the expression of basic emotions or
discrete emotion categories are not enough, while a unified and flexible approach
is needed to model the complex and subtle facial expressions in human life.
2.2 Dimensional Emotion Description
An alternative approach is the dimensional description of emotion. For practical
and theoretical purpose, early efforts attempted to describe emotion based on a
hybrid of both basic-to-complex categories and emotional primitives. The
Plutchik’s wheel (2D) and “cone-shaped model” (3D) are proposed to describe
emotions by exploring their relations in terms of similarity and intensity [43]. The
3D emotion cone’s vertical dimension represents intensity, and the circle
represents degrees of similarity among different emotions. There are eight primary
emotions and other emotions occur as combinations, mixtures, or components of
the primary emotions. The difference among emotions is measured by their degree
of similarity to one another. Emotions can vary in degrees of intensity or levels of
arousal. The Plutchik’s theory tried to uncover the relations among different
emotions by dimensional analysis, but is still limited in categorical concept and
thus not a completely dimensional model.
For dimensional emotion description, ideally, arbitrary emotional state can be
quantitatively measured in terms of a small number of basic dimensions in a
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multi-dimensional space. Many researchers try to propose different emotion
dimensions to describe the essential property of various emotional state, and three
basic dimensions, with different names, can be summarized from previous
research [7, 37, 44]. In this study, we choose the following terms pleasure (i.e.
valence, evaluation), arousal (i.e. activation, activity), dominance (i.e. power,
potency). The pleasure dimension distinguishes the positive-negative quality of
emotional state, the arousal dimension measures the degree of physical activity
and mental alertness of emotional state, and the dominance dimension is defined
in terms of control versus lack of control, mainly focus on the social aspect of
emotion. Based on these basic dimensions, different emotional models are
proposed and explored in multi-disciplinary area. Cowie et al. proposed 2D diskshaped activation-evaluation emotion space [8]. Mehrabin et.al developed the
PAD emotional model by which all emotions can be located in 3D emotion space
where the pleasure, arousal and dominance dimensions are orthogonal and
independent to each other, as shown in Figure 1 [28, 33].

Fig. 1. The distribution of 9 emotional states/words in PAD emotion space. The center of
each ellipsoid is the mean and the radius is standard deviation of each emotional state. The
PAD data is provided by Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences [28].

The emotion dimensions can measure the continuous variation of emotional
states, but they are not so intuitive as emotion labels in natural language. To this
end, different rating methods and tools are developed to annotate the value of
emotional dimension, such as the self assessment manikins (SAM) tool [25], the
Feeltrace system [8], and the abbreviated PAD emotion scales [28]. The use of
dimensional emotion description has been explored in multimodal affect
recognition and synthesis [3, 61], emotional speech synthesis [48], facial
expression recognition [7]. However, research on facial expression synthesis
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based on emotion dimensions is rare. In this chapter, we explore the use of PAD
emotional model to synthesize continuum of varied facial expression for talking
avatar. According to Mehrabian’s theory [33], human emotion is not limited to
isolated categories but can be described along three nearly orthogonal dimensions:
pleasure-displeasure (P), arousal-nonarousal (A) and dominance-submissiveness
(D), namely the PAD emotional model which is proven to be appropriate in
describing emotions. The PAD emotional model has been successfully applied in
acoustic correlates analysis of emotional speech [9] and expressive speech
synthesis [59, 60].
2.3 Emotional Facial Expression Synthesis
Previous research on facial expression synthesis adopted the basic emotion theory [11,
30, 58], namely the “big six”. The reason why basic emotion is widely used is not only
because it is simple and intuitive, but also because most of the data used in early
research are series of deliberate facial expression with extreme intensity rather than
spontaneous occurring facial expression in natural conditions. For facial expression
synthesis, most research focus on realistic-looking facial animation to enhance the
naturalness while neglect delivering the inner emotional state or communication
message by emotional facial expression. Ruttkay et al.[46] proposed the ”Emotion
Disc” and ”Emotion Square” to generate continuum of emotional facial expression by
two-dimensional navigation. Albrecht et al. [2] extended the work of MPEG-4 based
facial expression synthesis [53], and designed a method to generate mixed expressions
where the two-dimensional “Activation-Evaluation” emotion space is explored.
Kshirsagar et al. [24] have proposed a multi-layered framework for facial expression
synthesis which consists of high-level description of dynamic emotion intensity, midlevel configuration of static facial expressions, and low-level FAPs definition.
Exploration on the paralinguistic meaning of facial movements is undertaken for
isolated facial area, such as eyebrow and eye-lid [19]. However, there are few research
results on the correlation between emotional dimensions and facial movements for
synthesis purpose, at least not as much as the study of correlation between emotional
dimensions and acoustic features for emotional speech synthesis [47]. To this end, the
quantitative study on facial correlates with emotional dimensions is conducted in this
chapter to realize the parametric facial expression synthesis for affective talking avatar.
2.4 FACS and FAP
The description and measurement of facial feature movement is an essential aspect
to facial expression synthesis. The emotional sate is usually expressed by subtle
change of facial movement in local area, while the prototypical facial expression
with extreme intensity occurs relatively infrequently. To capture the local and
subtle facial feature movements, Ekman et al. proposed facial action coding
system (FACS), which is a human-observer-based system designed to capture the
subtle movement of isolated facial features. The basic facial motion pattern is
called “action unit” (AU) in FACS[14]. There are 44 AUs defined in FACS,
among which 30 AUs are anatomically related to contraction of a specific set of
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facial muscles, and the other 14 AUs are referred as miscellaneous actions.
Trained experts can use these AUs individually or by their combinations to
describe facial expression with 5-point ordinal scale measuring the intensity of
muscle contraction. Another set of emotion-specified facial action coding system
are proposed as EMFACS [17]. The FACS is originally designed to be humanreadable not machine-readable, therefore there are many attempts to translate
facial features movements to AUs for automatic facial expression analysis [6, 16,
52]. From the perspective of computer animation, the action units define the
motion patterns of facial features, but not provide the quantitative temporal and
spatial information required by face animation [20]. Therefore, the FACS system
is widely adopted in filed of facial expression recognition, but it is not suitable for
synthesis and animation purpose.
On the contrary to FACS, the facial animation framework developed under
MPEG4 standards is designed completely from the perceptive of computer
animation [34]. In accordance to action units, the facial animation parameters
(FAPs) are designed based on the study of minimal perceptible actions and are
closely related to sets of muscle actions [22, 38, 50, 55]. 84 facial feature points
are specified to provide spatial references for defining 68 FAPs as quantitative
movement of specific facial feature points. The FAPs represent a complete set of
basic facial actions including head motion, tongue, eye, and mouth control, and
thus it can be used to control synthetic face model to perform various kinds of
facial expressions with varied intensity, even the exaggerated or distorted facial
expression that only occurs on cartoon face.
From the view of facial expression synthesis, FAPs are much flexible and
suitable to animate face models displaying various facial movements. However it
is a tedious work to manipulate FAPs directly for generating emotional facial
expression, since the FAPs control the facial feature points movement for lowlevel mesh deformation, rather than meaningful facial motion patterns, not
mention the emotional facial expression. To this end, in this chapter, we propose
the partial expression parameter (PEP) to depict the expressive movement of facial
features (e.g. eyebrow, eye, mouth etc.), which combines the advantage of both
FACS in human perceptible description of facial movement and FAP in low-level
deformation of face model.

3 Layered Framework for Facial Expression Synthesis
To synthesize emotional facial expression for affective talking avatar, we designed
a parametric layered framework based on emotion dimensions as Figure 2 shows.
In this layered framework, the input is the high-level emotional parameters
indicating the intended emotional state of the talking avatar, namely the pleasurearousal-dominance (PAD) triple. The output is the expressive facial movement of
virtual avatar. For geometric facial deformation, we adopt the facial animation
parameters (FAPs), which is designed to control the face model points to generate
various facial movements. However, it is too complicated for facial expression
synthesizer to manipulate FAPs directly since they only define the motions (e.g.
translations and rotations) of single facial feature points. To this end, a set of
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Pleasure-Aroual-Dominance
(PAD triple)

Training Process

PAD-PEP
Mapping

Facial Expression
Database

Partial Expression Parameter
(PEP set)
PEP-FAP
Translation

Animation Editor

Facial Animation Parameter
(FAP set)

Fig. 2. Layered framework for PAD-driven facial expression synthesis

partial expression parameters (PEPs) are proposed to depict local emotional facial
expressions, such as eyebrow-raise, mouth-bent and eye-open etc. The PEPs
model the correlation among FAPs within local face region, and thus reduces the
complexity of FAP-driven facial expression synthesis. To synthesize emotional
facial expression, the PAD triple is first mapped to PEPs, after that the PEPs are
translated to FAPs, finally the FAPs are used to animate the talking avatar to
perform the facial expression which is expected to match the emotional state
described by the input PAD triple.
With PAD as high-level description of emotional state, PEP as mid-level
configuration of facial expression and FAP as low-level animation controller of
face model, a layered framework for facial expression synthesis is implemented,
where the PAD-PEP mapping model is trained on a facial expression database on
talking avatar, and the PEP-FAP translation model is defined experimentally using
a home-grown expression editor based on the study of FAP correlations [26] as
well as the FACS manual [14]. In the following sections, we will introduce the
approaches to implement the above layered framework and its integration to our
emotional text to audio visual speech system [58].

4 PEP-FAP Translation Model
The partial expression parameter (PEP) is inspired by the study of FAP correlation
and the observation of emotional facial expression within local face region. The
PEP is proposed to depict the common emotional facial movement within specific
facial regions. For low-level facial expression animation, a translation between
PEP and FAP is needed. In this section, we describe the implementation of a linear
interpolation to translate the PEP to its corresponding FAP subset.
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4.1 Partial Expression Parameter (PEP)
As stated in section 2.4, the FAP is not very suitable as the configuration of
emotional facial expression, since they only define the motions (e.g. translations
and rotations) of single facial feature points. On the other side, there exist high
correlations among different FAPs within the same facial regions as reported in
the study of FAP interpolation algorithm for transmitting FAP in low bandwidth
[26]. This motivates us to propose a new parameter to capture the FAP
correlations as well as depict the common emotional facial movement in local
facial regions, such as mouth-bent, eye-open and eyebrow-raise etc.
The 68 FAPs are categorized into 10 groups corresponding to different facial
features such as eye, eyebrow, mouth, jaw and cheek etc. By referring the FAP
group definition, the AU definition in FACS and observation on real facial
expression image [23, 30], we proposed a set of PEP parameters defined in Table 1.
The PEP aims to simulate the representative and meaningful emotional facial
expression that commonly occurs in our daily life under the hypothesis that there
exist fixed facial motion patterns to express specific emotional state.
Table 1. PEP definition with partial expression description
Face Region
Eye-brow

Eye

Mouth

Jaw

PEP code
(Left/Right)
1.1(L/R)
1.2(L/R)
1.3(L/R)
2.1(L/R)
2.2(L/R)
2.3(L/R)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2

Partial Expression Description
[0,-1]
[0,1]
Eyebrow lower down
Eyebrow raise up
Relax Eyebrow
Squeeze Eyebrow
In the shape of “\ /”
In the shape of “/ \”
Close eye-lid
Open eye-lid
(Eyeball) look right
(Eyeball) look left
(Eyeball) look up
(Eyeball) look down
Close mouth
Open mouth
Mouth-corner bent down
Mouth-corner bent up
Mouth sipped
Mouth protruded (pout)
Mouth stretched in
Mouth stretched out
Jaw move up
Jaw lower down
Jaw move right
Jaw move left

For each PEP parameter, we defined its corresponding FAP subgroup, its direction
of motion in positive value, its motion unit, and its translation mapping function to
FAPs. The FAP subgroup is selected based on the FAP distribution within local
regions. Most of PEP parameters are bidirectional which indicates the referred motion
pattern can occur in two opposite directions to display different facial expression. For
example, the mouth-corner-bent-up usually indicates happiness or joyful while mouthcorner-bent-down occurs together with sadness, anger etc. The PEP parameter, with a
scalar value ranging from -1 to +1, simulates the motion intensity or degree of muscle
contraction, and thus describes the continuous or subtle change of local facial
expression. For better understanding, the movement of mouth-bent (PEP3.2) is
illustrated in Figure 3 with its value ranging from -1 to +1. The motion unit of PEP
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parameter is designed based on the motion unit of FAP (FAPU). In the following
section, we introduce the PEP-FAP translation template which convert PEP parameter
to corresponding FAPs.

(a) PEP3.2 (Mouth-bent) ranges from 0 to 1

(b) PEP3.2 (Mouth-bent) ranges from 0 to -1
Fig. 3. Partial expression movement of mouth-bent ranging in [-1, 1

4.2 PEP-FAP Translation Template
For each PEP parameter, a subgroup of FAP is defined for animating face model
to perform corresponding local facial expression described by the PEP. Previous
study on FAPs correlation indicates that there exist high correlations among
different FAPs, which has been successfully exploited to interpolate the unknown
FAP value from a set of decided FAPs [26]. This motivates us to implement a
PEP-FAP translation template to convert the PEP to its corresponding FAPs.
According to Lava’s study on FAP correlation [26], three sets of FAPs are
analyzed which correspond to three main facial features, namely eyebrow, eye,
and mouth, all of them are the most active and expressive facial features to display
facial expression. The selection of correlated FAPs is based on a priori knowledge
about the anatomy of human faces. Previous research defined key FAP as the FAP
that has the highest sum of correlation coefficients with respect to other FAPs, and
the other FAPs are interpolated by the key FAP [26].
Table 2. Related FAP group and key FAP for each PEP parameter
Face Region

Eye-brow

Eye

Mouth

Jaw

PEP
Code
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1

FAP
Number
6
2
6
4
2
2
12

Key
FAP
F33
F37
F31
F19
F23
F25
F5

3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2

4
2
4
1
1

F12
F16
F6
F3
F15

Related FAP Group
[F33,F31,F35,F34,F32,F36]
[F37,F38]
[F31,F35, F33, F32, F36, F34]
[F19,F21,F20,F22]
[F23,F24]
[F25,F26]
[F5,F10,F11,F52,F57,F58,
F4,F8,F9,F51,F55,F56]
[F12,F13,F59,F60]
[F16,F17]
[F6,F7,F53,F54]
[F3]
[F15]
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For each PEP parameter, we define its associated FAP group and key FAP as
shown in Table 2. The selection of key-FAP is in accordance with the result in
[26], and the other non-key FAP are linear interpolated by key-FAP. The
mathematical form of the linear PEP-FAP translation template is defined in
Equation 1. For the i-th PEP parameter in region R (PiR), the value of key-FAP
(Fk) is determined by PiR directly, and the value of non-key FAP (Fj) is linear
interpolated by the Fk with the coefficient αkj The Fkmax is the maximum value of
Fk. Fkmax and αkj are experimentally determined using a home-grown facial
expression editor and also referring the result in previous study [41].

⎧⎪ Fk = Pi R i Fkmax ( Pi R ∈ [−1, +1])
⎨
j
j
⎪⎩ F j = α k i Fk (α k ∈ [−1, +1], k ≠ j )

(1)

5 Pseudo Facial Expression Database
In order to model the relationship between PAD emotional dimensions and PEP
parameters, a pseudo facial expression database is created. Here, the “pseudo”
means that the database is not the real human facial expression but the synthetic
facial expression on 3D talking avatar as shown in Figure 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Avatar front view Fig. 5. Annotated facial points (b), FDPs (a) and FAPU (c)

We choose the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database as
reference to create our pseudo database [30]. First the PEP parameter is extracted
by measuring the facial features movement in real human image, and then is used
to animate talking avatar to reproduce the similar facial expression. The pseudo
facial expression database can be viewed online [62]. The establishment of pseudo
facial expression database validates the effectiveness of PEP on synthesizing
expressive facial movement on one hand. On the other hand, the individual (such
as different age, face shape, and neutral state face) and appearance (such as the
skin texture) effects on facial expression perception are eliminated by reproducing
facial expression on a single talking avatar. Currently in this chapter, we focus on
the geometric change of facial features such as the motion of eyebrow and lip etc.,
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while the appearance change is not considered, such as the wrinkle, furrows and
laugher line etc.
5.1 JAFFE Expression Database

The JAFFE expression database contains 213 expression images with 10 Japanese
females posing three or four examples for each of seven basic expressions, namely
Neutral, Happy, Sad, Surprise, Angry, Disgust and Fear. For each image 18 facial
feature points are annotated manually in accordance to MPEG-4 facial definition
points (FDPs) [34] as shown in Figure 5(a) and 5(b). The PEP parameters are then
extracted based on these annotations to create pseudo facial expression database.
5.2 PEP Extraction for Pseudo Facial Expression Database

Based on the above annotation, 12 PEP parameters are extracted by measuring the
movement of facial feature points defined in Table 3. The other 6 PEPs are not
extracted by lack of depth information (PEP 2.2 and 2.3 for eye-ball movement, PEP
3.3 for mouth movement in z-direction), or the movement is not obvious (PEP 4.2
for horizontal jaw movement) in the database. The FAPU shown in Figure 5(c) is
utilized to normalize PEP to eliminate the individual difference in face shape. By
applying the extracted PEP in talking avatar animation, we create the pseudo facial
expression database with similar synthetic expressions as real human.
Table 3. PEP measurement by facial point movement
Face Region

PEP code

PEP Measurement

1.1(L/R)
1.2(L/R)
Eye-brow

2.1(L/R)
Eye

Mouth

Jaw

y − 4.5. y
( 4.1.
)
4.1. x − 4.5. x
4.2. y − 4.6. y
arctan (
)
4.2. x − 4.6. x
arctan

1.3(L/R)

2.2(L/R)
2.3(L/R)
3.1

Units (FAPU)

4.3.y (L)
4.4.y (R)
4.1.x (L)
4.2.x (R)

ENS
ES
(L)
AU
(R)

3.9.y − 3.13.y (L)
3.10.y − 3.14.y (R)
not-extracted
not-extracted
8.1.y − 8.2.y

IRISD
AU
AU
MNS

3.2

8.3.y+8.4.y 8.1.y+8.2.y
−
2
2

MNS

3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2

not-extracted
8.3.x − 8.4.x
2.1.y
2.1.x (not-extracted)

MNS
MW
MNS
MW
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A k-means clustering experiment is conducted on the pseudo database to
validate the reproduced facial expressions. The clustering result is presented in
Table 4, which states the number of seven intended expression in each PEP
clustering group. The synthetic expression of each clustering center is illustrated
in Figure 6. According to the clustering result, the extracted PEP can distinguish
the basic emotions to some extent in that the PEP for the same expression is
clustered into the same group with the exception of Angry and Disgust. This may
be reasonable because that some similar facial movements are shared by Angry
and Disgust as reported in [58].
Table 4. Sample number of 7 expressions (labels in the first row) in each PEP clustering
center (Ci in the first column)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
Total

C1

HAP
25
4
2
0
0
0
0
31

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

SUP
1
20
0
6
0
3
0
30

ANG
2
1
18
1
0
0
8
30

NEU
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
30

SAD
1
0
9
0
15
4
2
31

FEAR
0
3
4
0
9
11
5
32

DIS Total
0
29
1
29
45
12
0
37
2
26
2
20
27
12
29 213

Fig. 6. Synthetic expressions for PEP value of clustering center in Table 4

6 PAD-PEP Mapping Model
The PAD emotional model proposed by Mehrabin is not only a tool to describe the
human emotional state, but also enables researcher to build quantitative and clear
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connections between high-level human emotion perception and low-level
acoustic/visual signals [4, 9, 60]. As the layered framework of PAD-driven facial
expression synthesis stated in section 3, the PAD-PEP mapping model is learned
from pseudo facial expression database. The database established in section 5
already contains the PEP configurations, and thus the PAD values for each
synthetic expression need to be annotated for training the PAD-PEP mapping
model.
6.1 PAD Annotation for Pseudo Expression Database

Based on the PAD scales proposed by Mehrabian [33], a Chinese-English
bilingual version of abbreviated PAD emotion scales is provided [28], where the
P, A and D values can be evaluated by the 12-item questionnaire shown in
Table 5. The abbreviated PAD scale was proved as a versatile psychological
measuring instrument that is capable of adapting to a variety of applications
including emotion annotation.
Table 5. 12-item PAD questionnaire for expression annotation and evaluation
Emotion
Angry
ᛸᗦⱘ
Wide-awake ⏙䝦ⱘ
Controlled 㹿ⱘ
Friendly
টདⱘ
Calm
ᑇ䴭ⱘ
Dominant
ᬃ䜡ⱘ
Cruel
⅟ᖡⱘ
Interested
ᛳ݈䍷ⱘ
Guided
㹿ᓩᇐⱘ
Excited
݈༟ⱘ
Relaxed
ᬒᵒⱘ
Influential ᳝ᕅડ

-4

-3

-2

-1 0

1

2

3

4

Emotion
Activated ᳝⌏ⱘ
Sleepy
ೄⱘ
Controlling Џⱘ
Scornful
䕏㫥ⱘ
Excited
▔ࡼⱘ
Submissive 乎Ңⱘ
Joyful
催݈ⱘ
Relaxed
ᬒᵒⱘ
Autonomou 㞾Џⱘ
Enraged
▔ᗦⱘ
Hopeful
ܙ⒵Ꮰᳯⱘ
Influenced 㹿ᕅડⱘ

For each synthetic expression in the database, we annotate the P, A and D value
using the 12-item questionnaire. During annotation, the annotator is required to
describe the synthetic expression using 12 pairs of emotional words as given in
Table5. For each pair of the emotional words, which are just like two ends of a
scale, the annotator is asked choose the one that better describes the synthetic
expression with a 9 level score varying from -4 to +4. The P, A and D values are
then calculated from this questionnaire using the method described in [33]. Before
annotating, the annotator is trained by an expert to use the PAD questionnaire.
The annotation result is summarized in Table 6, with the corresponding
distribution in PAD emotional space shown in Figure 7. We can see that the PAD
annotations for each basic emotion category are distributed in nearly different
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Table 6. Average PAD annotation for
the pseudo expression database

Intent
Emotion
ANG
DIS
FEAR
HAP
NEU
SAD
SUP

MEAN
P

A

D

-0.59
-0.59
-0.08
0.63
0.03
-0.28
0.41

0.08
-0.01
0.18
0.40
-0.04
-0.12
0.55

0.47
0.40
-0.39
0.29
-0.07
-0.37
0.19

Fig. 7. Distribution of PAD annotations for the
pseudo expression database

areas with the exception of Angry and Disgust. This result is consistent with the
clustering result of PEP as stated in section 5.2.
6.2 PAD-PEP Mapping Model

Different from the previous work on realistic-looking facial animation, our work
focuses on exploring the relationship between high-level emotion description and
mid-level facial expression configuration, in other words, our goal is to implement
a mapping between PAD and PEP. The pseudo expression database, which
contains both the PAD annotation and PEP configuration, is used to train the
PAD-PEP mapping model.
In order to find a proper emotion-expression mapping between PAD and PEP,
we have tried the polynomial function with the first and second order as well as
non-linear exponential function. As the experimental result reveals, it is the
second order polynomial function that achieves the best fitting result, and its
mathematic form is shown in Equation 2.
PEP = α i E 2 + β i E + δ

(2)

Where PEP is the PEP vector of expression configuration, and E is the PAD
vector [P, A, D], E2 is a vector with each element the square of its counterpart in E
respectively, i.e. [P2, A2, D2], α and β are the corresponding coefficient matrix, δ is
the constant offset vector. Each dimension of PEP vector is estimated respectively
with the same mathematic form as equation 3 shown. The PEPi is the i-th
dimension in PEP vector, and all the corresponding coefficients are indicated with
the subscript i and P,A and D labels.
⎡ P2 ⎤
⎡P ⎤
⎢ ⎥
PEPi = [α Pi ,α Ai , α Di ] ⎢ A2 ⎥ +[β Pi ,β Ai , β Di ] ⎢ A ⎥ +δ i
⎢ ⎥
⎢ D2 ⎥
⎢⎣ D ⎥⎦
⎣ ⎦

(3)
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7 Integration to Emotional Text to Audio Visual Speech System
The emotional facial expression synthesis for talking avatar is a critical aspect for
implementing the emotional text-to-audio-visual-speech system. Previous solutions
on synthesizing emotional facial expression accompanying speech are achieved by
combination of a set of basic facial expressions corresponding to different fullblown emotions [1, 5, 31, 49]. However we aims to build an emotional text-toaudio-visual-speech (ETTAVS) system based on emotion dimensions, namely the
dimensions of pleasure, arousal and dominance, which has been successfully
exploited in audio visual speech synthesis [9, 59, 60, 63]. This motivates us to
integrate the PAD based emotional facial expression synthesis into the ETTAVS
system. The overview of the system is shown in Figure 8. The input text message in
first semi-automatically annotated with PAD values. The PAD value is then used to
generate the emotional facial expression (i.e. PEP configuration), and to convert the
synthetic speech generated by TTS engine to emotional speech [59, 60]. The
emotional facial expression is then dynamically interpolated according to the
speech prosody (see details in Section 8). After that, the synthetic head and facial
movement are combined with the synthetic viseme generated by viseme synthesizer
[54] to animate the 3D talking avatar, the audio-visual synchronization module
controls the timing of audio speech play and visual speech animation [58].
Viseme
synthesizer

Emotional Talking Avatar
PEP (mouth)

Text

PAD
Annotation

Facial Expression
Synthesizer
PEP (upper face)

TTS
engine

Viseme-Expression
Combination

Neutral speech

FAP

Audio-Visual
Sychronization

Dynamic Expression
Interpolation

Emotional Speech
Converter

pitch

Fig. 8. Overview of the Emotional Text to Audio Visual Speech System

8 Experiments and Results
8.1 Experiments on PAD-PEP Mapping Function

The pseudo expression database consists of 213 expression samples, which are
extracted from the JAFFE database consisting of 10 subjects and 7 expressions. In
order to reduce the limitation caused by the small database, we adopt the K-fold
cross-validation method to train the PAD-PEP mapping function. For the test set,
we select 10*2=20 expression image samples by randomly selecting 2 different
expressions for all 10 subjects. The training set, which consists of the rest 193
expression image samples, is then divided into 10 subsets with each subset
covering all 10 subjects and each subject with 1 or 2 expression samples. By such
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division scheme, we are able to capture the common facial expression movement
shared by different people as much as possible.
The coefficients of the PAD-PEP mapping function is estimated using the least
square errors method, and each dimension of PEP (e.g. PEPi) is estimated separately
with the same function as shown in equation 3, which means that we finally have 12
sets of coefficients corresponding to 12 PEP parameters. In the K-fold crossvalidation training process (k=10), there are 10 iterations corresponding to 10
validating subset. In each iteration, we calculate the correlation coefficient between
real and estimate data on the validating subset. The correlation is taken as criteria to
evaluate the fitting performance of the trained function. The minimum, maximum
and average value of correlation coefficient is summarized in Table 7. The trained
function with the average fitting performance among all the 10 iterations is chosen
as the final result and used to evaluate the performance on test set.
Table 7. Correlation coefficients for evaluating PAD-PEP mapping function
PEP code
1.1L
1.1R
1.2L
1.2R
1.3L
1.3R
2.1L
2.1R
3.1
3.2
3.4
4.1
Average

Min
0.56
0.52
0.13
0.13
0.63
0.56
0.53
0.51
0.36
0.24
0.06
0.36
0.38

Validation set (k=10)
Max
Avg
0.88
0.77
0.86
0.77
0.82
0.43
0.64
0.44
0.89
0.79
0.91
0.77
0.84
0.75
0.85
0.76
0.89
0.65
0.93
0.71
0.77
0.52
0.83
0.57
0.84
0.66

Test set
0.74
0.77
0.51
0.62
0.80
0.82
0.60
0.62
0.52
0.75
0.78
0.66
0.69

From the result, we can see that the performance of mapping function on test
set is acceptable with correlation coefficient be around 0.70. There is still some
space for performance to be improved. This may be explained as that the pseudo
expression database consist only 10 subjects with 7 basic expressions, which is
insufficient for training the mapping function to capture common expression
patterns among different people. The possible solution is either to increase the
number of the subjects or to collect more expression images for a specific subject.
8.2 Synthetic Expression and Perceptual Evaluation

A series of perceptual evaluation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the
layered framework for expression synthesis. The synthetic expressions for the 6
basic emotion words (happy, surprise, sad, scared, angry, and disgusting) and
some other candidate emotion words with corresponding PAD value are shown in
Figure 9. 14 subjects are then invited in the evaluation to finish the 12-item PAD
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Happy [0.55,0.2 4,0.28] Surprise [0.3 4,0.34,0.04] Sad [-0.18,0.03,-0.14] Scornful [-0.32,0.06,0.20] Relax [0.44,-0.13,0.21]

Scared [-0.19,0.26,-0.13] Angry [-0.40,0.22,0.12] Disgust [-0.36,0.08,0.13] Optimism [0.50,0.21,0.35] Hostile [-0.42,0.20,0.22]

Fig. 9. PAD-driven synthetic expression for selected emotions (Emotion [P,A,D])

questionnaire as shown in Table 5 for each synthetic facial expression image.
Another emotion labeling experiment is also conducted where the subjects are
required to select one word that best describe the synthetic expression from 14
candidate emotion words, which are Happy, Optimism, Relax, Surprise, Mildness,
Dependent, Bored, Sad, Scared, Anxious, Scornful, Disgusting, Angry, and
Hostile. The PAD values for each basic emotion word and the PAD perception
values for synthetic expression are summarized in Table 8.
Table 8. Result of PAD evaluation and emotion labeling. (The PAD value of Hostile is
[-0.42, 0.20, 0.22])
PAD-driven
synthetic
expression
Happy
Surprise
Sad
Scared
Angry
Disgust

Original PAD
Evaluation PAD
of emotion words
of Synthetic image
P
A D
P
A
D
0.55 0.24 0.28 0.42 0.12 0.10
0.34 0.34 0.04 0.36 0.45 -0.05
-0.18 0.03 -0.14 -0.01 -0.26 -0.27
-0.19 0.26 -0.13 0.01 -0.04 -0.25
-0.40 0.22 0.12 -0.17 0.02 -0.08
-0.36 0.08 0.13 -0.56 0.15 0.44

Expression Label
(with voting percent)
Happy
(67%)
Surprise (100%)
Sad
(42%)
Sad
(50%)
Hostile
(58%)
Disgusting (50%)

A voting method is applied to determine the emotion category for each
synthetic facial expression image based on the result of expression labeling. The
PAD correlation coefficients between emotion words and synthetic expression are
0.89(P), 0.68(A) and 0.70(D) respectively, this result is consistent with the
reliability and validity of Chinese version of abbreviated PAD emotion scales
reported in [28]. Confusion between Sad and Scared as well as Angry and Hostile
is found in expression labeling experiment, it is because that the input PAD value
for each of the two confused words are very close, which originates from the
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confusion in human understanding between these emotion words and thus leads to
the similarity between synthetic expressions.
The experimental results indicates that the PAD emotional parameters can be
used in describing the emotion state as well as facial expression; and the proposed
layered framework is effective for PAD-driven facial expression synthesis.
8.3 Dynamic Facial Expression Accompanying Speech

As stated in Section 7, the emotional facial expression is integrated into our ETTAVS
system. To enhance the emotional expressivity of facial expression accompanying
speech, the synthetic emotional facial expression by PAD-PEP-FAP approach is
dynamically interpolated in accordance with the prosodic change in emotional speech
on sentence level. Based on the observation of the video of real speaker’s dynamic
facial expression in a speech, we proposed the “peak-intensify” rule that the facial
expression will be intensified when the speech prosody get aroused (i.e. the peak time).
The speech pitch (F0) is utilized as important cues to locate the peak time, and the PEP
value for facial expression at peak time is calculated as Equation (4), while the
dynamics of facial expression over whole sentence is obtained by interpolating the
PEP from zero to the value at peak time using the Piecewise Cubic Hermite
Interpolating method [18]. Figure 10 illustrates the interpolation result of eyebrow
squeeze (PEP1.2) for a sentence with disgust emotion. Figure 11 presents the synthetic
facial expression series and speech signal.
PEP peak = α C • PEP main

(α = F

peak
0

/ F0average

)

(4)

460

PEP Weight
Speech Pitch
Peak Point

Prosodic Phrase Boundary

3.2
3.02

414

368

2.84
322

PEP Weight

2.66

2.3

276

Speech Pitch(Hz)

2.48

2.12
.94
.76

230

184

138

92

.58

46

time(s)

1.4
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

0

Fig. 10. PEP Interpolation based on Speech Pitch(F0) for a sentence

The peak-intensify rule is only applied to the upper face area, while the mouth
area is not affected by this rule since the shape of mouth must be consistent with
the viseme configuration. For the mouth animation in emotional speech, we take a
combination of viseme and facial expression. A linear weighted function is
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2
1

Speech Pitch (F0)

8
6
4
2
0
2
4

Speech Wav

6

Fig. 11. Dynamics of emotional facial expression and speech prosody in a sentence

applied to merge the animation parameter (FAP) from viseme and facial
expression, as shown in Equation 5. It should be noticed that, the merge function
is only applied to the FAPs that control the width and height of outer lip corner,
and the selection of these FAPs is experimentally manually decided to achieve
best animation result. The coefficient α is manually set to determine whether the
viseme dominates the lip movement or the facial expression. In this work, we take
α=0.6 to obtain the final animation parameter for mouth.
mouth
mouth
mouth
FAPfinal
= α FAPviseme
+ (1 − α ) FAPexpr

(5)

9 Conclusion and Further work
This chapter introduces our work on synthesizing emotional facial expression on
expressive talking avatar in emotional text to audio visual speech system. A
layered framework of parametric facial expression synthesis based on emotion
dimensions (i.e. pleasure-arousal-dominant) is proposed. The facial expression is
synthesized according to the high-level PAD emotional parameters, which
indicates the intended or desired emotional state of the talking avatar. The midlevel partial expression parameter (PEP) is designed to depict the facial expression
movement within a specific face region (i.e. eyebrow, eye and mouth etc.). The
MPEG-4 facial animation parameter (FAP) is adopted as low-level parameter for
direct manipulation of facial points on the avatar. The PAD-PEP mapping model
and PEP-FAP translation template are then implemented to translate the PAD
parameters to PEP parameters and then to FAP parameters for facial expression
animation.
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The proposed approach is effective for facial expression synthesis, and
enhances the emotional expressivity of talking avatar. Together with our previous
work on expressive head movement synthesis [63], the emotional facial animation
is integrated into the emotional text to audio visual speech system (ETTAVS). A
dynamic interpolation rule and a linear combination strategy are proposed to
achieve more natural facial animation accompanying speech.
Further work will focus on the semantic facial expression of talking avatar that
helps to deliver the communicative message in human conversation. Our next goal
is to implement a conversational engaging talking avatar for spoken dialog system.
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